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Many of our voluntary initiatives in recent months have made positive contributions to local schools. Work with
schools underpins an important dimension of sustainability by demonstrating our commitment to support and
improve the lives of future generations; some of whom could one day become workers in our industry. In addition,
work with local schools provides an effective media for communicating progress and reasons for our work locally; as
well as bringing potential safety and security benefits. Presented below are selected recent examples of our work
with schools.
The Larkhill Masterpiece receives national recognition
The ‘Ground Breaking’ ceremony for the new Medical and Dental Centre at Larkhill in July featured a colourful
hoarding painted by pupils at the local school. The new medical and dental facility will enhance local healthcare
provision for soldiers, their families and local NHS patients. Eleven panels painted by pupils from Larkhill Primary
School add colour and interest to our hoarding at this site. The school came up with ideas including painting
landmarks such as Stonehenge, Woodhenge, Larkhill Church, the training area (with tank, helicopter and bird of
prey), as well as the school and its facilities.
The idea for decorating the hoarding came from ADCW and was sponsored by our contractor Rydon as well as
ADCW. The painted hoarding is now a runner-up in the 2018 Ivor Goodsite hoarding competition, a Considerate
Constructors Scheme initiative and a great achievement in what is a popular national competition. In a follow-up to
this initiative ADCW donated £500 towards the purchase of a summer house and Rydon is providing the concrete
base for the summer house which will be an outdoor reading area, perfect for future hot summers at the school.

Photographs 1-4: Larkhill medical and dental centre painted hoarding with prize winning pupils

Harrow Way School visit site
A group of pupils in Years 9 and 10 (aged 14/15) from Harrow Way School in Andover visited the Larkhill site in
May. The visit was offered to students considering their options beyond GCSEs who might be interested in
learning more about a career in the construction industry. After a quick presentation at the ADCW Project Office
to explain what Aspire Defence does, the group was taken to the Purvis Lines construction area. Comments from
students at the end of the visit included: “There are a lot more jobs in construction than I realised…Construction
sites are a lot cleaner than I thought they would be…It’s good that there are jobs for women in construction.”
Their teacher said it had been “one of the best organised visits” he had experienced, with “insight upon insight”
to keep the children engaged throughout. “They were really buzzing when they returned to school and I am sure
the opportunities will have captured many imaginations.”

Photographs 5-6: Harrow Way School pupils visiting Purvis Lines and the Larkhill site office
Kiwi School Bulford – Minimising waste and raising money
As part of their Beat Plastic Waste campaign our Bulford project team
were able to donate all their remaining new plastic water cups to Kiwi
School. Elsewhere the Bulford project team is innovatively minimising
waste and supporting the school through supplying their waste
cardboard rolls and shredded paper to the school as well. Earlier this
year our contractor Rollalong also donated £122 to support the school.

Redecorating Clarendon Infants’ School in Tidworth
Our Perham Down site scored an excellent 45 out of 50 for their most
recent a CCS monitoring visit. This score was also awarded an ‘A1 star
performance’. One of the reasons for their score has been community
work completed at Clarendon Infants’ School in Tidworth. This work has
helped improve the school’s interior and exterior spaces as part of wider
refurbishment works. During term breaks, a team of ADCW staff went
into the school to repaint the classrooms. This is ongoing work and they
plan to repaint more than 11 classrooms. They also removed five dead
and dying trees in January 2018.

Photographs 6-7: Donation to Kiwi School
Bulford & a classroom at Clarendon Infants’
School Tidworth after redecoration

In a letter of thanks to ADCW, Helen Price, Business Manager at Clarendon Infants’ School, wrote: “We are really
pleased with the classrooms that have been redecorated. This has made a huge difference to the light levels and has
created a much brighter place for children and staff to teach and learn. The tree work has made our outside spaces
safe and tidy for the children and the wider school community. We look forward to a continuing relationship with
Aspire and are extremely appreciative of Aspire’s ongoing support.”

